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From: Eddie Booth <eddie@visionwestrealty.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2018 10:51 AM
To: Jennifer Scanland <jscanland@ohv.nv.gov>
Subject: Re: FW: MEETING AUGUST 28, ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
 
Good day to you fellow Nevada OHV Commission Members, Ex Officio Members, Administrators and
friends. I received the following email from a fellow sportsman and Back Country enthusiast and thought I
would share the "historical" material that was sent to me in reference to item #11 on the agenda for OHV
Commission meeting tomorrow: Discussion of large OHV sticker vs street legal. Since I do not have any
idea what this Discussion Item will be to discuss with her, in return, I received a history lesson on this
issue, in addition to the preliminary discussions and testimony for the OHV Commission back when
sportsmen were trying to get the OHV registration bill passed, a primary bottom-line was that ID
numbers/letters be highly visible, at least size of motorcycle plate, and on the rear of the vehicle. In an
effort to appease this request, I am sharing all the documentation with you with the idea that we will have
complete commission consensus on this topic.
Thank you.
Eddie
(ATTACHMENT)
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On Aug 22, 2018, at 8:36 PM, karen boeger <> wrote: >> 

>> Hi Eddie,
>> I was just looking over the agenda for the next OHV Commission meeting.
>> There is an item re: discussion of large OHV sticker vs street legal, requested by Sue Baker.
>> Do you have any idea the backstory on this?
>> Back when we (sportsmen) were trying to get the OHV registration bill passed, a primary
bottom-line was that ID numbers/letters be highly visible, at least size of motorcycle plate, and
on the rear of the vehicle. That agreement has eroded over time.
>> Is this another opportunity to do it right this time? Or??
>> Hoping you might have some insight.
>> Thank you! Sure hope you and your family are doing well & scored some exciting tags this
season.
>>KB
>>
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